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I’m going to start off sounding a bit like your history teacher. 

Did you know that the first computer programmer was a woman?
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This is Ada Lovelace.

Her husband might have invented the world’s first calculation engine 
but it was Ada who designed the first computer algorithm to run on it.
Girl power since 1843

The contribution of women to technology doesn’t stop there.
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Hedy Lamarr wasn’t just a glamorous 1940’s Hollywood film star, 
she pioneered the technology that was the foundation for Bluetooth and WiFi.

Admiral Grace Hopper created one of the first code compilers in the 1950’s and 
made huge strides in designing a programming language that accepted English-
language instructions.
Before that, your 1’s and 0’s game had to be seriously on point.
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Does anyone know who these women are?

Dorothy Vaughan
Katherine Johnson
Mary Jackson
Christine Darden

They were American mathematicians in the 1960’s and NASA’s first programmers.
These women were responsible for calculating and programming the flight trajectory 
of the Apollo moon mission 
Their story was pretty much unknown until the 2017 movie, Hidden Figures
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If that’s what was happening 60 years’ ago, 
women should’ve taken over the technology world by now but somewhere in 
between 
we vanished out of computer programming. 

How bad is it? Honestly, it’s pretty bad.
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Our group of companies together employ 361 software engineers.

Of those, 37 are women.
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9 African women

This isn’t a problem that is unique to South Africa.
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The United Na]ons has studied the number of women entering into STEM all over 
the world.

They have found that in a science or engineering organisa]on, only 25 % of the team 
will be women.

They also found that, in 2017, fewer women registered for STEM studies than ever 
before.

So not only are there not enough women currently working as scien]sts or engineers, 
in the future……. 
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…..there could be even fewer

Not great.

So how do we get from this:
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To this…
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The right answer is YOU!

If you are considering a career in technology, this would be my advice.....
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The first is practice
Software engineering is one of the few professions that you can really practice before 
you’re anywhere close to finishing school.

If you want to be a surgeon, there’s no way you can practice your skills on your little 
brother without getting into serious trouble with your mom.

Learn to code with an organisation like Africa Teen Geeks.

If you have access to a computer and internet, try one of the many free online 
courses.

You can give yourself a really great head start .
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The second is your subject choices.

If your school has computer facilities, CAT or IT are great subjects to take but these 
are skills that you will be able to learn later if your school doesn’t offer them.

At high school level, maths matters more than Life or Physical Sciences, unless you 
are wanting to do a BSc. Maths teaches you problem solving techniques that are 
super valuable in programming.

Any technology career relies on good writing and comprehension skills, doesn’t 
matter what language. 
Being able to interpret the meaning from someone else’s writing and being able to 
communicate your own ideas in written form is key.

And because tertiary education in South Africa is not transformed, you will need 
English at least 2nd language because technical courses are still taught in English.
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The third thing you can do to position yourself for a great career in technology is to 
be informed about all the education options available to you after school.

University is still first choice for studying software engineering or computer science.
If university is possible for you, Wits, Pretoria, Cape Town, UFS or Potchefstroom have 
the best faculties for these degrees.
Remember that this can change over time so when you are ready to start applying, 
reach out to someone like Lindiwe or the HR team at a technology company who will 
be able to advise you.

But of course, out there in the real world, university just isn’t accessible to everyone 
but there are still good options available.
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There are a large number of coding learnership programmes available today.

These are great because the combine classroom learning and hands-on work 
experience modules.

Many are free because they are sponsored by companies in the industry, who will 
offer permanent jobs to the top performers at the end of the course.

The really good ones pay you while you’re studying.

Of these, our favourites are WeThinkCode and uMuzi.
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Technology is more than just code.

If you try coding and don't enjoy it as much as you wanted to
or, like me, you're not especially good at it,

There are other careers options in technology, equally important as coding.
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If you are interested in technology and have visual design skills, user interface and 
user experience design might be for you.

If you enjoy EMS or accounting, you might be a future business analyst.

If you see yourself as a detective, software testing is definitely an option.

If you are interested in technology but also in a humanities field like psychology, you 
might find your home in project management one day.

All these roles are as important  as coding in delivering good quality software. You 
know, the kind of stuff someone would want to pay you for.

Be open to the possibilities!
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When you are finally ready to move out into the working world, no matter whether 
that’s in technology or not, 
try your best to work a company or at least a boss who gets this:
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Who knows that getting women to equal does not mean treating everyone the same,

it means making sure that everyone is treated fairly.

And last, but definitely not least. 
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The most important thing you, and in fact any of us, can do to get women to equal in 
technology is to be ourselves.
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This and all other male dominated industries must learn to accept us exactly as we 
are 
and they will only do this if we show up for ourselves, as ourselves.

I started my talk today telling you about amazing women in the history of technology. 

I’d like to close off showing you just a handful of some of the amazing technology 
professionals in my Joburg circle. 
We’re all one step closer to equal because of women like them. 

I challenge you to follow their lead.
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